BIKE TREE ULTRA WALL ORGANIZER
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Determine location of the Bike Tree Ultra. Allow sufficient room to fit all items to be stored. You will need approximately 6-1/2 feet of wall space.
2. Remove all packaging from all cartons.
3. Check to see if Bike Tree Ultra will be installed on a wall stud (go to step 4), or directly to the drywall (go to step 5).
4. Wall stud mounting:
Use top tube plate as a template to mark the screw locations. Make sure that the holes locations are vertical. Mark second set (make sure they are 62.75” apart,
vertical and level with the first set of markers. The recommended height of the top screw location is 83” from the floor.
Drill pilot holes using an 1/8” drill bit.
Screw on the top tubes to the wall.
5. Drywall mounting:
Use top tube plate as a template to mark the screw locations. Make sure that the hole locations are vertical Mark second set (make sure they are 62.75” apart,
vertical and level with the first set of markers. The recommended height of the top screw location is 83” from the floor.
Install supplied self-drilling drywall anchors with a phillips screwdriver. Install until anchor head is flush with the wall. Do not overtighten.
Screw on the top tubes to the anchors. You will hear a popping sound when you start installing the screws. This ensures that the anchor is firmly seated.
5. Hub assembly: (4x):
Determine hanger rod configuration (straight or angled) and insert to the hub front.
Close hub by installing hub rear.
6. Slide hub assemblies to the top tubes and secure location with the hub pin.
7. Slide the other hub assemblies to the bottom tubes and secure location with the hub pin.
8. Insert single slider on the top tube (2x). Lock in place with pins.
9. Insert slingle slider on the bottom tube (2x). Lock in place with pins.
10. Insert bottom tubes to the top tubes. Insert connector pins thru both tubes. Make sure that the pins go all the way through.
11. Connect horizontal tubes together (4 sets). Make sure each set consists of one male and one female tube.
12. Insert horizontal tube sets into the upper and lower sliders. The first side’s snap button would need to go past the hole so the other end could be inserted. Twist and
adjust tubes into place and snap to lock.
13. Insert the other two horizontal tube sets into the bottom sliders. See step 12 for details..
14. Hang grids.
15. Hang bicycles (50 lbs maximum per hub assembly). Adjust hub locations if necessary.
16. Use suppled hooks for other storage uses.

Questions? Contact us:
Sure Trak Corp.
1701 W. 10th St. Suite 18
Tempe, AZ 85281 USA
480-968-2656 www.bike-tree.com

